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Writing UCAS references

References – not school reports
The UCAS reference should contain nothing of an
overtly negative nature

“Mentally slow, unsociable and adrift forever in foolish dreams.”
Iconic 20th century scientist Albert Einstein

“...has set herself an extremely low standard
which she has failed to maintain.”
Best selling author & millionairess Jilly Cooper
“... if he can’t learn simple biological facts he would
have no chance of doing the work of a specialist and
it would be a sheer waste of time, both on his part,
and of those who have to teach him” ”

Nobel Prize 2012 – Physiology Sir John Gurdon

Reference – key facts
• 47 lines or 4000 characters (whichever comes first) –
preview if cutting and pasting from Word or similar
• Timeout in Apply after 35 minutes
• Extended European character set can be used (Æ)
• Can begin populating as soon as an applicant registers
• Will not be seen by applicant prior to submission to UCAS
• (even if the application has to be sent back for correction
of errors or omissions)
• Under Data Protection Act, applicant can request a full
copy of the application (including reference) postprocessing by UCAS (£10 administration charge)

Key words

“INDEPENDENT”
“INSIGHTFUL”
“OBJECTIVE”
“MEANINGFUL”
A profile of performance and potential
prepared by professionals
Must ADD VALUE to the application

Who reads them?
•
•
•

Academic staff?
Departmental administrators?
Central administrators?

How do they decide?
 Own personal judgement?
 Check-list of criteria?

Who and how?

How and when are references used by the
considering HEIs?
•

As part of selection


Info about college can gives context to rest of
application: i.e. the opportunities the student has had.



Info about applicant can give context and support to
their academic achievement and to their personal
statement – e.g. supporting and evidencing claims
around motivation, skills and personal attributes.



Exceptional circumstances – can enable an offer to be
made when otherwise it might not.

• For ‘near misses’ at confirmation
•

In clearing

How and
when?

‘Standard’ reference process model
• Centre encourages applicants to
 register on UCAS Apply before the
summer break (release mid-June)
 work on their application (including
the Personal Statement) in the break
• Subject teachers
 Record evidences throughout year 12 study
 Write subject reports, using the above plus
– previous school reports
– course Entry Profiles
• Referee
 compiles a reference using
– the above plus
– own knowledge of student and
– college information

Good practice tip
It is usually wise for a
different member of staff
than the referee to
Approve the reference in
UCAS Apply before the
application is sent on to
UCAS for processing.

Writing an effective subject report

…Sharon is a highly competent student of History. Her
factual understanding is immediate and her contributions in
class are thoughtful.

Needs flesh putting on the bones!
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Writing an effective subject report
…Sharon is a highly competent and perceptive student of History. Her
written work benefits from a commendable economy of delivery, and a
relevant, direct approach. Her factual understanding is immediate even
when the issues are complex (such as the events leading up to the downfall
of Apartheid in South Africa, which she has researched with diligence) and
her thoughtful contributions in class and insightful coursework
show her to have a skeptical mind; very useful in a historian.

This is definitely now pressing the right
buttons for me!
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Writing subject reports – what would universities like to know?

Academic and practical
skills specific to your
subject

Motivation and suitability
for the chosen HE course

Student capability as an
independent learner

Are assignment results a
fair reflection of ability?

Examples of exploring
the subject beyond the
bounds of the school or

Ability to work hard and
keep to deadlines

college curriculum

Any additional

Performance in individual

preparation by student in
support of application

modules or course
components

Attainment in comparison
to rest of group

Compiling information from subject reports
• Extract material that is repeated in several subject
reports and cover together
 E.G. “All of the student’s tutors agree...”
“Several tutors concur...”
“ A number of tutors have commented upon...”
• Start each subject report paragraph with the subject title
• Most relevant subject should be first
• Subject reports do not need to be of equal length/depth
 The most relevant subject needs most detail
• Courses not continued to A-level
 Can be included briefly for breadth of study – judgement call
• Ensure the applicant’s name
appears consistent throughout

A common format model for reference
Information on school/college

Special circumstances (if applicable)

Subject by subject report

Suitability for chosen course

Concluding endorsement

References for ex-students
• Are you still best placed to provide reference?





How long has it been?
Do you have most relevant information?
Alternatives? (e.g. employer)

• If the applicant has already registered


TIP
When setting up
groups in Apply,
some centres
create a group
especially for
Ex-students

Centre could agree to:
 Control the application as if applicant is
in current cohort
(i.e. add reference, approve, send to UCAS )
OR
 add a reference only – without seeing the application details
(i.e. applicant controls sending to UCAS)

Applicant should be advised to enter Options in the Apply menu and
submit the relevant request for the centre to accept

Predicted grades
• Around 40% over-predict
 Can lead to offers that cannot be met
• Around 10% under-predict
 Can result in no offer
 Adjustment available for those placed with firm choice who
– meet all offer conditions and
– exceed sat least one offer condition
• Always record in space provided above reference
• Do not leave out or try to hide in body of reference text
• Should reflect genuine expectation of student achievement
• Should be as up to date as possible at time of submitting application
to UCAS
 Cannot be updated later with UCAS - should
inform HEIs direct if changes and explain

Activity time….

Adapted from ‘Writing References for Higher Education’ by Sue
Jones, First Edition

Style – example 1
X is an outstanding young man; were I to pour out a stream of
superlatives it would be no more, no less than he deserves. He is
this year’s Head Prefect; I can only say that it is an exceptional year
group and yet he has stood out. He has a buoyancy and energy and
a natural sense of care for others that make it a privilege to know
him.
He simply loves life, people, school, everything, and though he makes
major commitments to all sorts of things, he does all that he
Undertakes supremely well. (I saw him purely by chance, miles away
from school, during the summer holidays – he was at the seaside
accompanying a group of disabled people who were on a day out, and
that is absolutely typical of him.)
Source: Writing References for Higher Education, Sue Jones

Some admissions tutors’ responses
• The style is too rococo for some tastes and may obscure the
excellence of the candidate
• Could be described as “over the top.” This would put me off (I’d
probably offer the candidate an interview out of interest!)
• Very verbose…lots of superlatives
• I feel that the author is trying to hide something – it is so fulsome!
• The style of this reference annoys me.

Style – example 2
X is someone of whom we are very proud. She is an exceptionally hard
working and committed pupil who is popular with both staff and students
and has gained their respect for her friendly and responsible attitude.
She has an excellent record of attendance and punctuality; she is
mature, well motivated and conscientious as well as being meticulous in
her organisation of herself and her studies.
X has held some positions of responsibility with success. She took on
the responsibility as captain of the school sports day athletics team
displaying excellent organisational skills. She has been consistently
supportive of her form’s and the school’s charity events and has
personally raised money for charities.

Some admissions tutors’ responses
• Clearly written and easy to read
• I prefer this plain nature of words and style
• Is a little brusque, but conveys an air of objectivity, and is
very close to the ideal from a stylistic point of view
• The perfect structure, style and content. It takes 15
seconds to read and I know that the applicant fulfils all my
requirements

Red card offences

Text
here

Reference writing: Don’ts
Use it to promote school or college

Directly mention one institution by name

Paste in information on the wrong student!!

Plus, avoid over the top eulogising…

… and when he is not working towards World Peace, he
enjoys

learning

languages

from

scratch,

writing

symphonies and playing a standard of golf that Tiger
Woods can only dream about.
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